
Answer Options Response Percent Response Count

Brockville 42.6% 43

North Grenville 25.7% 26

Augusta_Prescott 18.8% 19

Leeds and Thousand Islands 17.8% 18

Rideau Lakes/Westport 14.9% 15

Gananoque 14.9% 15

Athens 12.9% 13

Merrickville/Wolford 11.9% 12

Elizabethtown -Kitley 11.9% 12

Front of Yonge 10.9% 11

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count

Brockville 43.1% 44

Leeds and Thousand Islands 32.4% 33

Augusta_Prescott 28.4% 29

North Grenville 28.4% 29

Athens 24.5% 25

Edwardsburgh/Cardinal 23.5% 24

Rideau Lakes/Westport 23.5% 24

Gananoque 21.6% 22

Elizabethtown -Kitley 20.6% 21

Merrickville/Wolford 19.6% 20

Front of Yonge 15.7% 16

Nipissing District Developmental Screen Survey

Survey Timelines April 22 - May 16, 2014

Response N = 102

Which community/communities do you provide services to? (Please check all that apply)

Which community/communities do you work in? (Please check all that apply)



Answer Options Response Percent Response Count

Education 32.7% 33

Child Care 24.8% 25

Library 12.9% 13

Child Development 8.9% 9

Family Resource Program 5.9% 6

Developmental Services Sector 5.0% 5

Health 5.0% 5

Other (please specify) 3.0% 3

Children’s Mental Health 1.0% 1

Recreation 1.0% 1

Child Welfare 0.0% 0

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count

Very Familiar 41.0% 41

Somewhat Familiar 33.0% 33

Not Very Familiar 10.0% 10

Do not know anything about it 16.0% 16

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count

Daily 1.0% 1

2-3  times a week 5.0% 5

3 or 4 times a month 13.0% 13

Less than 3 times a month 38.0% 38

I have never used the Nipissing Developmental 

Screen
43.0% 43

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count

We have them in the office 42.3% 41

I order them 2.1% 2

I print them on-line from the NDDS webpage 33.0% 32

I have never used the Nipissing Developmental 

Screen
40.2% 39

How do you access copies of Nipissing District Developmental Screens? 

My agency is best described as: (please check only 1)

Familiarity with the Nipissing District Developmental Screen? 

How often do you use the Nipissing District Developmental Screen? 



Answer Options Response Percent Response Count

YES 79.5% 70

NO 20.5% 18

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count

YES 51.5% 51

NO 5.1% 5

I have never used the Nipissing Developmental 

Screen
43.4% 43

LACK OF TIME TO COMPLETE

Sometimes parents are a little hesitant to fill out there forms because they are afraid that their child/children 

may not be up to developmental standard. Parents are also afraid of having their child/children labeled, with 

the word development and screening being used as the title parents may not want to fill it out.

We are looking at using it more regularly in the future for children's individual dev and developmental 

advancement in child care

Two comments here:֙

#6 - I have always asked our Resource Consultant from Inclusive Child Care for copies when I need them and 

she brings them to me. She has told me about how to access them on-line but I don't have access to a 

printer.֙

#8 - I have given the tool to parents and invited them to share it with us when they are done but mostly they 

just take it home and that's the last we hear.

I have used them as a guideline for my own curiosity to help me figure out if a child is not meeting their 

developmental milestones, but I have not used them formally.

Never tried it and do not know how to access it

As a Library CEO, I don't really get a chance to use this. However, I am familiar with it and so is our children's 

programmer.

Is there age appropriate Nipissing District Developmental Screens available to you when you need 

them?

Do you find the Nipissing Developmental Screening tool easy to use with parents?

The children who works most benefit - the parents are interested in hearing about it.

We are currently looking at review of all aspects of our program.  One area that we are looking at is the 

introduction of "screening tools" such as Nippissing at time of child enrolment.

If NO, please tell us what the challenges are:



As a teaching tool and reassurance to the parents.֙

Sometimes to identify concerns to a parent and letting them explore more options.֙

Sometimes as means to flag "delays" and encourage parent to address with doctor, or seek out 

appropriate agencies (i.e. IDP, Language Express, Pediatrician....)

I have looked them over and keep the files handy to use with families but have not developed a 

way to use them on a regular basis.

I have not used them with a family.

We use it when we are concerned about a student progressing.  It provides great information 

about the continuum of progression of skills.

we have parents fill it  out and get back to us with any concerns as well we implement it  in our 

Framework to help us asses. where the child is developmentally

I use the Nipissing Developmental Screening tool with my families at the time of intake.֙

I also use this tool with my families when I or they have questions or concerns about a child's 

development.

Please tell us how you use the Nipissing Developmental Screening tool with your families.

Handing it out to parents of infants.  I find it helpful to review with a parent when there is a 

possible developmental concern, either raised by myself or a parent/caregiver.

Right now we don't but it is available

I provide the families with a screen at the time of intake and offer them update versions at review 

meetings.֙

I also provide copies tot he childcare staff when asked.

As we are working with young parents, I sometimes find it difficult to complete the checklists with them.  They 

do not always understand the terminology or serious of the checklists.  For example, they will say that their 

child can complete certain tasks but we see differently ( Parent says ֙

Johnny can stack 4 blocks on a regular basis and when we try to get him to do it on several instances, he is 

clearly unable).

I have been given the Nippising Screening tool by my own G.P. when my child went for check-ups.  As a 

teacher, when we have special evening events or kindergarten registration, we have been given copies of the 

screening tool.  We rarely use them, but they are available to us if needed.

I don't present the screener but I do use the results from it

The parents don't understand it.

I have never used in my professional role but do believe they would be a valuable tool to have and use with 

parent



To assess age appropriate development/ provide information to parents and activities to promote 

development in all domains

Occasionally we will hand them out to our daycare families.  We will also go through the checklist 

with our daycare children to see if they are meeting their developmental milestones.

I have a home based childcare and use the Nippissing tool when I feel there is a developmental 

delay with a child - speech, gross or fine motor.  This way the information is not coming specifically 

from me, but from another source to use as a guide for them to continue monitoring and follow up 

with their family doctor or another community resource such as speech therapy, etc

when concerns arise we use the screen to refer.  it is good to have something on paper to show 

parents when discussing concerns.  it is also great to have the activities on the back so that parents  

can try things at home and make their own informed observations.  I also use the Nipissing when 

doing program planning.

We generally just send them home with the parents and ask that they bring them in. We  then 

compare them to the ones that we did and discuss any differences and or concerns.

Go over with families, have readily available for parents to refer to, choose one month a year to go 

over Nippising with all the families we work with.

As an educator, I direct families to the NDS, especially those who are new to kindergarten. I 

encourage parents to complete the screening tool as it is a valuable source of information.

-See were the child is at in there overall development.֙

-Show parent/caregiver where the child should be at, help promote development and 

independence.֙

-See what learning style the child may have.֙

-Rule out development when it comes to behaviour issues.

Step into Kindergarten program

Have not used it - but I may have occasionally mentioned it to parents.

Promote to all parents postpartum through NDDS.ca card provision.֙

Complete with parents OR provide to parents to complete and discuss with me, for families 

receiving our service.  Done routinely at available time points during participation, unless IDP is 

involved, in which case we stop until that service is complete.

We have them available at all times with other brochures and information. Staff use them to go 

over areas of concerns with parents.



It's a first step in informing parents of all the developmental stages that are involved in their 

growing child. It helps to identify any areas that may require more focus to work on 

(home/daycare).

Nipissing screening is done with the parent having control, interaction and full knowledge of this 

tool's importance at our 4 community outreach groups, and individually at office appointments --

by myself, other nurses, nurse practitioners, family physicians.

I use them as guidelines to show parents the child's milestone achievement's.

we have started to incorporate it into our programs by getting the parents to fill out and us as well 

to see where their child has comparisons at daycare and at home.

Often it is providing it to them in a mail out package. Or hand out in a home visit with a short 

explanation. The family home visitors will usually do the assessment with the families.

At the time of intake a NDDS is done with families.  Activities for the next age is left with the family.  

are   The RT gives another for the family to complete at 6 month intervals.   ֙

֙

USE WITH CHILD CARE CENTRES֙

Currently offers training with child care centres, linking NDDS with OELF.

Screening blitz once per year֙

Offer to new families on their first visit֙

Offer to families when there is a 'red flag'֙

Use as a teaching tool when I visit Baby Talk ֙

Use during other programs (i.e. Baby Rhyme Time, Mini Mind Masters, Toddler program modules)

To help them identify where their child is developmentally֙

To help identify goals֙

To help when families are in denial.֙

To help child care centers connect with families.

I provide it as a resource to families and child care providers. We fill it out together or they fill it out 

on their own. We use the results to develop plans and to refer to necessary services.

Our program  does not specifically use them - however we do have access to them, and in 

conjunction with other support agencies have used them as resource for gathering information 

from families in order to have background information on child regarding his/her developmental 

level.

Sorry I have never used this tool to my recollection.

We use the tools specifically with parents when we have concerns or if parents have concerns 

about development.



we have decided to not use the Nipissing screen as a regular tool,  for our services it is too general 

and does not focus on mental health needs for our clients. We are currently using the Ages and 

Stages Questionnaires for Social and Emotional Behaviours.֙

֙

The tool has been helpful to get a global snapshot of a child for a "first touch" interview or 

discussion when parents or caregivers are not certain there is a concern. We have used these in 

community open house forums. ֙

The Nipissing has valuable l information or tips to reaching the next developmental level.

I use the NDS with my own son who is developmentally behind to help gauge services that he may 

require.

Sometimes parents are concerned when they see other children in a daycare environment that 

their child is not developing as fast as they should. The NDS tool helps to ease worries or targets 

areas that need to be worked on.  The NDS tool is also a way to form a positive relationship 

between parents and teachers as they work toward common goals for the children.

When I taught Kindergarten, I used the questions on the Nipissing to create questions for home 

visits.

showing and explaining developmental milestones

- To help parent/caregivers understand their child's development and where it should be at֙

- to bring awareness to a parent/caregiver with a child that may have delays֙

- to show parents/caregivers skills that they can work on to maintain or improve their child's 

development֙

- to help demonstrate the importance of knowing child development֙

- give the tool to parents, pointing out the activities listed that they can do at home to help specific 

skills

Provide copies to them/make them available

I am thinking I should not be doing his survey

As for number 6, we have access through the copies of the "Guide for ..." document (green cover - 

can't remember the name).

I make copies available to parents of babies and young children at select library programs.

We use them with the in coming JK students and present any concerns using the screening tool to 

the parents.

I would like to bring it up casually during story time and also have some information available 

(small index card format with url for the website) to take home.



Screening clinics would be great to offer at childcare open houses, school registration nights, etc. 

Somewhere where parents are already coming with their child's development in mind. ֙

If we could access copies (already printed) that would be nice too. Maybe a spot we could check 

off how many of which ones we want and then they are mailed to us.

Perhaps the group could give us examples of how we could use it.

Perhaps their can be flyers or information pamphlets available at centres that parents can read, 

with information about the screening tool and how it works.  That may spark some questions from 

parents and they may ask us to use the Nipissing tool with them.

Please tell us how the BSN Screening Clinic Working Group can support you/your agency use the 

Nipissing Developmental Screening tool with your families.

a training session may enhance my use of the screen and encourage me/remind me to use it more 

often.

-Get all the staff  on the same page֙

Training, parent referral  for assessment etc.

Screening Clinics don't seem to be hitting enough of the population. Perhaps setting them up at 

school and child care events such as registration nights, open-houses, special functions would 

make it more accessible and less intimidating for families to use.

Offered in the welcome to kindergarten package.֙

Working in the early childhood field to access the developmental level of the children.

Language Express uses the NDDS with all new families at intake.  For children under 2 we do the 

whole NDDS, and for older children we do only the social communication questions.  We use the 

information for planning our own service, and also for deciding whether to recommend referrals to 

other programs.

-show and review it to parents at programs֙

-use the information to assist me with planning my program activities then refer to it during 

program֙

-a binder is available with the instructions and copies at every program and I use it when I do 

consults & training ie: with library staff, child care centres

Review with parents when their babies/children reach each age corresponding to the screens.

Include them in our enrolment packages

it gives me an idea of what a child is going to be like before they come in for a visit



I think screening clinics are a great idea and L&G can learn a lot from other areas offering this type 

of service and their successes. I think we have the right idea but the delivery needs some work. We 

should offer them at child care and school open houses, health unit and OEYC's, and any other 

venue that involves groups of children and their parents.

Tell me more about it so I will know what it is?

I just need the time to review the materials and refresh my memory of the major developmental 

milestones laid out by the Screening tool.  If you sent a newsletter or email with some tips in a 

timely fashion (once a month?) it may help me to remember the main points and fold them into 

my story time programs.

Continuing to share important information that can help RECE 's remain up to date on any areas 

that may be of assistance to children and their families.

Maybe BSN can survey parent of young children as to whether they use the Nippissing D.S.T. to 

monitor their children's development.

Provide a short description of how to use, guidelines for usage...

Offer biannual screening clinic using NDDS with access to more specialized agencies (ICDP, Lang 

Express, CDC)

Provide tear off sheets of every age group.  The NDDS website is not fast and easy to use.

Our facility recognizes the importance of this tool and it is part of our best practice policy

Providing workshops for parent and or frontline workers on the screens and activities.

providing updated Nippissing to all daycares.  Not all of my sites have copies and photocopies 

seem less professional to parents.

By further educating staff and parents about the screen itself and it's purpose.

Ensure that kindergarten teachers have access to the NDS and that they are familiar with the tool 

and confident talking to parents about its value. Workshop to inform and instruct.

providing a comprehensive list of community associations to make contact with in the event that 

your child is failing to meet the age specific criteria on the Nipissing tool.֙

֙

i.e.: child is missing speech marker - contact Language Express NO DOCTOR REFERRAL 

REQUIRED!!!!! (most parents think their doctors will tell them what to do)֙

֙

My child isn't walking yet - ask your physician to refer you to a pediatric OT

Not sure

i feel we have the Tools and at this time do not need assistance



It would be nice if Child Care Programs were able to access funding (release, replacement, lieu time) in order 

that NDDS training can be presented to them.  ֙

ICCP currently trains centres to be able to use the screen and then link it to the OELF.

The physician/ NP clinics that I connect with use this tool regularly

1. We use Ndss once a year formally for staff reviews. The teachers use it informally monthly֙

֙

2. I reviewed my ndss in school. ֙

֙

3. I do feel this would be a great workshop to host. But the whole centre  has to be on board

The only experience I have with the Nipissing tools are at the doctors office with my own children. I was not 

aware that they are available on line to caregivers. I will be looking for them in the future for sure now that I 

am aware they are available. I think they are excellent for assessing possible issues.

Thanks for reminding me!!

We are looking at introduction of this tool  as a way of having parents provide us with information on the 

developmental level of their child upon entrance to our programs. Will provide programs with a "base mark"

I wonder of the screener should be provided to parents prior to or at the wtk events in schools

ICCP is offering a workshop to child care providers to educate them on how to use the screening with families 

and how to link the screening to the ELECT Continuum of Development.

Sorry I cant comment on something I am not familiar with.

At the Child Development Centre, we notice that more referrals at Intake are including or refer to the screen, 

so that's great.

?

-be aware that I have my binder of NDDS copies available at all times and use it with families on a 

consistent basis

Please provide any additional information for the workgroup.

Show copies of the Nipissing to people (teachers) who are participating in Early Years Workshops. 

Also, ask to present at UCDSB kindergarten Hubs so teachers are aware how valuable the Nipissing 

scale is.

provide us with the copies֙

come to a parent meeting to give an overview to parents

Unsure



have had comments from caregivers who would like to see the NDST go to higher ages.

The NDDS is a great tool for identifying children who should be referred to Language Express.  We often 

receive referrals based on the information families have provided when completing it.  It's also very useful for 

us in flagging other areas of concern we should be looking in to or making referrals about.


